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NMap

Network mapping tool

3 phases:

host discovery

port scanning

OS detection



Host Discovery
Default host discovery:

ICMP pings (ie. echo requests) 

TCP pings (ie. ACK packet -> http port)

Custom host discovery:

ICMP timestamp or address mask request

TCP SYN scan to http port (or even better 
SMTP port)

Multiple scans will reveal more!

Default host discovery can easily be fooled by stateful packet filtering firewalls with specific 
rules.
Other DNS related tricks are possible in host discovery (see latter lecture notes).
A good paper on advanced host discovery is http://moonpie.org/writings/discovery.pdf



Port Scanning
Having located a machine on the network, we 
want to determine what ports this machine 
has open or closed

with open ports, we then want to 
determine the type and version of service 
operating on that port

banner grabbing is an easy way to 
determine service type (most services 
advertise their type and version!!)

NMap (typically used via its X11 GUI zenmap) is the best tool to use for port scanning 
machines and networks.
Using telnet you can banner grab from a number of TCP based services.



TCP Scanning

Connect scan: full 3-way handshake (noisy!!)

SYN scan: 

initiate TCP connect with no further 
replies

stealth: send RST after SYN+ACK received

SYN+ACK scan: should receive RST if port 
closed and nothing if open

A log entry is only made for a TCP connection when a full 3-way handshake has completed.



SYN Flood
Every time we initiate a SYN connect, the 
receiving machine reserves some resources

flood the receiver with SYN packets (ie. a 
DOS attack)

Defend using connection throttling or SYN 
cookies

receiver discards initial SYN packet

when ACK arrives, reconstruct SYN packet

By discarding initial SYN packet, we don’t consume resources until the sender has verified 
themselves with a ACK packet. At which point, resources may be allocated.
SYN scans tend to be noisy because of these types of attacks.



More TCP Scanning

Sending unusual or unexpected flag settings 
can bypass some firewalls and IDS systems!!

In following, RST => port closed

FIN scan [Unix]

Xmas scan: all flags set/lit up [Unix]

Null scan: no flags set [Unix]



Logging
Typically a TCP scan is logged when the 
connection is completed

so, TCP connect scan is very noisy

SYN scans are not as noisy

firewalls can log these though!

FIN scans etc. tend to be very stealthy

ICMP echos are very noisy as are UDP based 
scans



Idle Scanning

Need a zombie machine

ie. a machine that has very little interaction 
with the network (during scanning period)

With such a machine we can remotely 
determine if it has sent out any TCP packets!



Zombie Querying
Send zombie an unsolicited SYN+ACK 
packet

zombie will reply with a RST packet

Make a note of the packets ID value

Repeat this process sometime latter

difference tells us how many packets sent!! 

oldID + 1 == newID means zombie sent no 
data packets since we last looked



Idle Scanning

To scan target machine, simply send target 
machine a SYN packet with the source 
address spoofed to be our zombie machine

Using the previous technique, query zombie 
to see if it received any unsolicited SYN
+ACK packets

in which case, it will have sent a RST 
packet to the target machine!!



UDP Scanning
No requirement to send error messages

so harder to do UDP scanning!

Most systems send a ICMP destination 
unreachable [destination port unreachable] 
message when UDP ports are closed - phew!

Lossy transmission, so no guarantee we’ll get 
scan results!!

multiple UDP scans to port to reduce 
probability of packet loss (ie. slow!)



Tracing NIC Traffic

iftop is a *nix tool that allows us to relate 
network traffic to:

source and destination IP addresses and 
ports

volume of data shifting on the connection

Process ID of threads and processes involved 
in the network activity can then be located 
using lsof

The command lsof -i will list process IDs against the connection (ie. source/destination IP 
address and port). Combining this data with that from iftop enables one to relate network 
traffic usage to an actual running process.


